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Welcome to the North American Traffic and Awards Net website! We're glad you stopped by
and invite you to participate in our nets any time!

You can test drive NATA any time day or night by using our LIVE ONLINE WEB APP! This
resource was created and is hosted by Andy, K3UK, and Joe, N8FQ - the guys that bring you
the LoTW Sked Page! Check our NATA web app out at www.natanet.info/live now!

We operate nets 360 days of the year! Our nets do not operate on Christmas Eve or during
ARRL Sweepstakes SSB or Field Day weekends. You will find a great group of hams who you
will quickly come to know well and look forward to hearing each day on NATA. Our primary nets
are on 40m, 60m and 80m SSB but we also offer CW, RTTY, and PSK nets for those wanting
QSL credits toward awards!

Our awards are 100% free and we also offer a QSL Bureau to help you save money on sending
"hard" QSL cards. We will also be happy to help you with getting started on the popular
electronic QSL services Logbook of the World and eQSL!

We don't have a bunch of rules to get in the way of your enjoyment of awards chasing, either!
Unlike other popular awards nets, we keep our nets short AND we help you maximize your net
time by offering you multiple contact turns, all participants usually get two contacts per turn and
we generally get through two to three complete rounds of the check-in list so you'll stay active
rather than sitting around waiting to see if anyone calls you!

So... come on and give us a try and experience the NATA difference!

NATA: Your home for fun nets and challenging awards!
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